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the jarl's office is found in the east of the hold, and it is slightly to the right of the city gates, at the end of a small
hallway that you can find yourself in when you enter the hold. the room is located on the very first level of the hold,

and to the left of the entrance is a door leading to a secret passage that is used by the jarl's guards to visit the mayor.
there is a small set of stairs leading to the jarl's office. the jarl's residence is located in the main courtyard of the hold,

and is a fairly large space that has three bedrooms, a pantry, and a small reception room. this area can be reached
through the city gates and is bounded by a defensive wall. the jarl's kitchen is found in the northeast part of the hold,

and is a small space located to the right of the main hold entrance. due to the size of the kitchens, they have no
facilities, but the player can turn his or her reputation with the people there into bonus points. however, due to the
limited space of the location, this is one of the few places where you can receive influence with citizens. the jarl's

audience chambers is located in the east of the hold, and is a relatively small room that has a throne in the middle of
the room and a balcony overlooking the jarl's office. the room has a small desk where the jarl receives various letters
and documents and pays his respects to the nobility. the room also has a small table with candles that can be lit as a
place of contemplation, and which represents the light of knowledge in a cave. the room also has a small set of stairs
that leads up to the balcony. this can be used to convince the jarl to give certain titles to the people that the player

wants.
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This method is not for novices!
Unfortunately, not everyone is

lucky enough to have a dragon's
breath. But it is not all. Another
method is to play the part of a

politician. You can arrange your
secret meetings with everyone

who can give you support.
Another way is to kill the

opposing faction. And then you
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will get what you want - a title of
Jarl. But the Jarl, the Emperor will
not be interested in you. We will
give you the title of tana instead.

But to become a tan, you will
have to obey everyone. And not

just other people but the
Emperor himself. Player's
starting area The race and

location chosen will determine
the starting area. For example, a
Khajiit or Bosmer will be able to
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chose one of the mainland of
Skyrim. Each race has their own
starting location. For example, if

you go to the Khajiit starting
point, the dragonborn will

choose the first starting area, if
you go to the Bosmer starting
point, the Argonian will choose
the first starting area, etc. Race

will determine the starting
location. The race and location

chosen will determine the
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starting area. E.g. If you go to
the Khajiit starting point, the

dragonborn will choose the first
starting area, if you go to the

Bosmer starting point, the
Argonian will choose the first
starting area, etc. Forests are
the prime components of the

game. They are where most of
the main quest-lines are to be
found. The alternate land of

Skyrim is full of many different
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environments. Forests will be
balanced, and the other areas

are designed around them.
Some areas are even completely

made of forests, such as
Cyrodiil. There are lots of

different smaller areas within a
forest, with each set consisting

of slightly different types of
trees. The animal population is
varied and diverse. Forests are
balanced, and the other areas
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are designed around them.
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